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1. Introduction 

With the ever-expanding and ever-evolving role of data in today's world, data governance is an essential 

aspect of effective data management. Many organizations use a data lake as a single repository to store 

data that is in multiple formats and that belongs to a business entity in the organization. The use of 

metadata, cataloging, and data lineage is key to the effective use of the lake. 

This Whitepaper walks you through how Apache Atlas installed on Amazon EMR can provide the ability to 

do so. You can use this setting to dynamically classify data and view data lineage as it progresses through 

various processes. As part of this, you can use a domain specific language (DSL) in Atlas to look up the 

metadata. 

Apache Atlas is an enterprise-scale data governance and metadata framework for Hadoop. Atlas provides 

open metadata management and management capabilities for organizations to catalog their data assets. 

Atlas supports data classification, including storage lineage, which describes how the data has evolved. It 

also provides functions to search for key elements and their business definition. 

Among all the features that Apache Atlas offers, the main feature of our interest in this publication is 

Apache Hive metadata management and data lineage. After successfully configuring Atlas, use a native tool 

to import tables from Hive and analyze the data to intuitively present the data lineage to end users. To 

read more about Atlas and its features, visit the Atlas website 

2. Architecture 

Apache Atlas requires that you start an Amazon EMR cluster with prerequisite applications such as Apache 

Hadoop, HBase, Hue, and Hive. Apache Atlas uses Apache Solr for search functions and Apache HBase for 

storage. Both Solr and HBase are installed on the Amazon EMR persistent cluster as part of the Atlas 

installation. 

The architecture of this solution supports internal and external Hive tables. For the Hive metastore to 

persist across multiple Amazon EMR clusters, you must use an external Amazon RDS or  Amazon Aurora 

database to contain the metastore. A sample configuration file for the Hive service to reference an external 

RDS Hive metastore can be found in the  Amazon EMR Documentation. 

 

 

The following diagram illustrates the architecture of our solution. 

 

https://aws.amazon.com/rds/aurora/
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/emr/latest/ReleaseGuide/emr-hive-metastore-external.html
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3. Amazon EMR Workflow - Apache Atlas 

To demonstrate the functionality of Apache Atlas, we do the following in this post: 

1. Start an Amazon EMR Cluster with AWS CLI or AWS CloudFormation 

2. Using Hue, populate Hive's external charts 

3. View the data lineage of a Hive chart 

4. Create a classification 

5. Discover metadata using Atlas's domain-specific language 

https://aws.amazon.com/cloudformation/
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3.1 Start an Amazon EMR Cluster with Apache Atlas with AWS 

CloudFormation 

Use emr-atlas.template to configure your Amazon EMR cluster, or launch directly from the AWS 

Management Console using this button: 

 

To get started, provide values for the following parameters: 

VPC <VPC> 

Subrnet <Subnet> 

EMRLogDir <Amazon EMR registration directory, for example 
s3: // xxx> 

Key name <Key pair name EC2> 

 

Provisioning an Amazon EMR cluster using the CloudFormation template achieves the same result as the 

CLI commands described above. 

Before continuing, wait until the CloudFormation stack events show that the stack status has reached 

"CREATE_COMPLETE". 

3.2 Use Hue to create Hive charts 

Next, log into Apache Atlas and Hue and use Hue to create Hive charts. 

To log in to Atlas, first find the master public DNS name in your cluster installation using the Amazon EMR 
Management Console. Then use the following command to create a Secure Shell (SSH) tunnel for the Atlas 
web browser. 

ssh -L 21000:localhost:21000 -i key.pem hadoop@<EMR Master IP Address> 

https://s3.amazonaws.com/aws-bigdata-blog/artifacts/aws-blog-emr-atlas/emr-atlas.template
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If the above command doesn't work, make sure your key file (* .pem) has the proper permissions. You may 

also need to add an inbound rule for SSH (port 22) to the master's security group. 

After successfully creating an SSH tunnel, use the following URL to access the Apache Atlas user interface. 

http://localhost:21000 

You should see a screen like the one shown below. The default login details are username admin and 

password admin. 

 

To configure a web interface for Hue, follow the steps in the Amazon EMR Documentation. As you did for 

Apache Atlas, create an SSH tunnel on remote port 8888 for console access: 

ssh -L 8888:localhost:8888 -i key.pem hadoop@<EMR Master IP Address> 

Once the tunnel is up, use the following URL to access the Hue console. 

http://localhost:8888/ 

At the first login, you are prompted to create a Hue superuser, as shown below. Do not lose superuser 

credentials. 

http://localhost:21000/
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/emr/latest/ManagementGuide/emr-web-interfaces.html
http://localhost:8888/
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After creating the Hue superuser, you can use the Hue console to run hive queries. 

 

After logging in to Hue, follow the steps below and run the following Hive queries: 

● Run HQL to create a new database: 
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create database atlas_emr; 

use atlas_emr; 

● Create a new external table called trip_details with data stored in S3. Change the location 

of S3 to a bucket that belongs to you. 

CREATE external TABLE trip_details 

( 

  pickup_date        string , 

  pickup_time        string , 

  location_id        int , 

  trip_time_in_secs  int , 

  trip_number        int , 

  dispatching_app    string , 

  affiliated_app     string  

) 

row format delimited 

fields terminated by ',' stored as textfile 

LOCATION 's3://aws-bigdata-blog/artifacts/aws-blog-emr-

atlas/trip_details/'; 

● Create a new external lookup table called trip_zone_lookup  with the data stored in S3. 

CREATE external TABLE trip_zone_lookup  

( 

LocationID     int , 

Borough        string , 

Zone           string , 

service_zone   string 

) 

row format delimited 

fields terminated by ',' stored as textfile 

LOCATION 's3://aws-bigdata-blog/artifacts/aws-blog-emr-

atlas/zone_lookup/'; 

 

● Create an intersection chart of trip_details and trip_zone_lookup by joining these 

charts: 

 

create table trip_details_by_zone as select *  from trip_details  

join trip_zone_lookup on LocationID = location_id; 

 

 

Then perform the Hive import. For importing metadata into Atlas, the Atlas Hive Import Tool is only 

available using the command line on the Amazon EMR server (there is no web UI). To get started, log in 

to the Amazon EMR master using SSH: 

 

ssh -i key.pem hadoop@<EMR Master IP Addres 
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Then run the following command. The script requests your username and password for Atlas. The default 

username is admin and the password is admin. 

 

 /apache/atlas/bin/import-hive.sh 

 

A successful import looks like this: 

 

Enter username for atlas :- admin 

Enter password for atlas :-  

2020-05-16T13:23:33,519 INFO [main] org.apache.atlas.AtlasBaseClient - 

Client has only one service URL, will use that for all actions: 

http://localhost:21000 

2020-05-16T13:23:33,543 INFO [main] org.apache.hadoop.hive.conf.HiveConf 

- Found configuration file file:/etc/hive/conf.dist/hive-site.xml 

2020-05-16T13:23:34,394 WARN [main] 

org.apache.hadoop.util.NativeCodeLoader - Unable to load native-hadoop 

library for your platform... using builtin-java classes where applicable 

2020-05-16T13:23:35,272 INFO [main] hive.metastore - Trying to connect to 

metastore with URI thrift://ip-xxx-xx-xx-xx.ec2.internal:9083 

2020-05-16T13:23:35,310 INFO [main] hive.metastore - Opened a connection 

to metastore, current connections: 1 

2020-05-16T13:23:35,365 INFO [main] hive.metastore - Connected to 

metastore. 

2020-05-16T13:23:35,591 INFO [main] 

org.apache.atlas.hive.bridge.HiveMetaStoreBridge - Importing Hive 

metadata 

2020-05-16T13:23:35,602 INFO [main] 

org.apache.atlas.hive.bridge.HiveMetaStoreBridge - Found 2 databases 

2020-05-16T13:23:35,713 INFO [main] org.apache.atlas.AtlasBaseClient - 

method=GET path=api/atlas/v2/entity/uniqueAttribute/type/ 

contentType=application/json; charset=UTF-8 accept=application/json 

status=200 

2020-05-16T13:23:35,987 INFO [main] 

org.apache.atlas.hive.bridge.HiveMetaStoreBridge - Database atlas_emr is 

already registered - id=xxxxxxxx-xxxx-xxxx-xxxx-xxxxxxxxxxxx. Updating 

it. 

2020-05-16T13:23:36,130 INFO [main] org.apache.atlas.AtlasBaseClient - 

method=POST path=api/atlas/v2/entity/ contentType=application/json; 

charset=UTF-8 accept=application/json status=200 

2020-05-16T13:23:36,144 INFO [main] 

org.apache.atlas.hive.bridge.HiveMetaStoreBridge - Updated hive_db 

entity: name=atlas_emr@primary, guid=xxxxxxxx-xxxx-xxxx-xxxx-xxxxxxxxxxxx 

2020-05-16T13:23:36,164 INFO [main] 

org.apache.atlas.hive.bridge.HiveMetaStoreBridge - Found 3 tables to 

import in database atlas_emr 

2020-05-16T13:23:36,287 INFO [main] org.apache.atlas.AtlasBaseClient - 

method=GET path=api/atlas/v2/entity/uniqueAttribute/type/ 
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contentType=application/json; charset=UTF-8 accept=application/json 

status=200 

2020-05-16T13:23:36,294 INFO [main] 

org.apache.atlas.hive.bridge.HiveMetaStoreBridge - Table 

atlas_emr.trip_details is already registered with id xxxxxxxx-xxxx-xxxx-

xxxx-xxxxxxxxxxxx. Updating entity. 

2020-05-16T13:23:36,688 INFO [main] org.apache.atlas.AtlasBaseClient - 

method=POST path=api/atlas/v2/entity/ contentType=application/json; 

charset=UTF-8 accept=application/json status=200 

2020-05-16T13:23:36,689 INFO [main] 

org.apache.atlas.hive.bridge.HiveMetaStoreBridge - Updated hive_table 

entity: name=atlas_emr.trip_details@primary, guid=xxxxxxxx-xxxx-xxxx-

xxxx-xxxxxxxxxxxx 

2020-05-16T13:23:36,702 INFO [main] org.apache.atlas.AtlasBaseClient - 

method=GET path=api/atlas/v2/entity/uniqueAttribute/type/ 

contentType=application/json; charset=UTF-8 accept=application/json 

status=200 

2020-05-16T13:23:36,703 INFO [main] 

org.apache.atlas.hive.bridge.HiveMetaStoreBridge - Process 

atlas_emr.trip_details@primary:xxxxxxxxxxx is already registered 

2020-05-16T13:23:36,791 INFO [main] org.apache.atlas.AtlasBaseClient - 

method=GET path=api/atlas/v2/entity/uniqueAttribute/type/ 

contentType=application/json; charset=UTF-8 accept=application/json 

status=200 

2020-05-16T13:23:36,802 INFO [main] 

org.apache.atlas.hive.bridge.HiveMetaStoreBridge - Table 

atlas_emr.trip_details_by_zone is already registered with id xxxxxxxx-

xxxx-xxxx-xxxx-xxxxxxxxxxxx. Updating entity. 

2020-05-16T13:23:36,988 INFO [main] org.apache.atlas.AtlasBaseClient - 

method=POST path=api/atlas/v2/entity/ contentType=application/json; 

charset=UTF-8 accept=application/json status=200 

2020-05-16T13:23:36,989 INFO [main] 

org.apache.atlas.hive.bridge.HiveMetaStoreBridge - Updated hive_table 

entity: name=atlas_emr.trip_details_by_zone@primary, guid=xxxxxxxx-xxxx-

xxxx-xxxx-xxxxxxxxxxxx 

2020-05-16T13:23:37,035 INFO [main] org.apache.atlas.AtlasBaseClient - 

method=GET path=api/atlas/v2/entity/uniqueAttribute/type/ 

contentType=application/json; charset=UTF-8 accept=application/json 

status=200 

2020-05-16T13:23:37,038 INFO [main] 

org.apache.atlas.hive.bridge.HiveMetaStoreBridge - Table 

atlas_emr.trip_zone_lookup is already registered with id xxxxxxxx-xxxx-

xxxx-xxxx-xxxxxxxxxxxx. Updating entity. 

2020-05-16T13:23:37,213 INFO [main] org.apache.atlas.AtlasBaseClient - 

method=POST path=api/atlas/v2/entity/ contentType=application/json; 

charset=UTF-8 accept=application/json status=200 

2020-05-16T13:23:37,214 INFO [main] 

org.apache.atlas.hive.bridge.HiveMetaStoreBridge - Updated hive_table 
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entity: name=atlas_emr.trip_zone_lookup@primary, guid=xxxxxxxx-xxxx-xxxx-

xxxx-xxxxxxxxxxxx 

2020-05-16T13:23:37,228 INFO [main] org.apache.atlas.AtlasBaseClient - 

method=GET path=api/atlas/v2/entity/uniqueAttribute/type/ 

contentType=application/json; charset=UTF-8 accept=application/json 

status=200 

2020-05-16T13:23:37,228 INFO [main] 

org.apache.atlas.hive.bridge.HiveMetaStoreBridge - Process 

atlas_emr.trip_zone_lookup@primary:xxxxxxxx is already registered 

2020-05-16T13:23:37,229 INFO [main] 

org.apache.atlas.hive.bridge.HiveMetaStoreBridge - Successfully imported 

3 tables from database atlas_emr 

2020-05-16T13:23:37,243 INFO [main] org.apache.atlas.AtlasBaseClient - 

method=GET path=api/atlas/v2/entity/uniqueAttribute/type/ 

contentType=application/json; charset=UTF-8 accept=application/json 

status=404 

2020-05-16T13:23:37,353 INFO [main] org.apache.atlas.AtlasBaseClient - 

method=POST path=api/atlas/v2/entity/ contentType=application/json; 

charset=UTF-8 accept=application/json status=200 

2020-05-16T13:23:37,361 INFO [main] org.apache.atlas.AtlasBaseClient - 

method=GET path=api/atlas/v2/entity/guid/ contentType=application/json; 

charset=UTF-8 accept=application/json status=200 

2020-05-16T13:23:37,362 INFO [main] 

org.apache.atlas.hive.bridge.HiveMetaStoreBridge - Created hive_db 

entity: name=default@primary, guid=xxxxxxxx-xxxx-xxxx-xxxx-xxxxxxxxxxxx 

2020-05-16T13:23:37,365 INFO [main] 

org.apache.atlas.hive.bridge.HiveMetaStoreBridge - No tables to import in 

database default 

Hive Meta Data imported successfully!!! 

 

After a successful Hive import, you can return to the Atlas web UI to search the Hive database or tables 
that were imported. In the left pane of the Atlas user interface, make sure search is selected and enter 
the following information in the two fields listed below: 

■ Search by type : hive_table 
■ Search by text: trip_details 

The result of the above query should look like this: 
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4. View the data lineage of your Hive tables using Atlas. 

To view the lineage of the created tables, you can use the Atlas web search. For example, to view the 

lineage of the previously created trip_details_by_zone intersection table, enter the following 

information: 

■ Search by type: hive_table 

■ Search by text: trip_details_by_zone 

The result of the above query should look like this: 

 

Now choose the table name trip_details_by_zone to see the details of the table as shown below. 
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Now when you choose Lineage, you should see the lineage in the table. As shown below, lineage provides 

information about its base tables and is an intersection table of two tables. 
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5. Create a classification for metadata management. 

Atlas can help you classify your metadata to meet your organization's specific data governance 

requirements. We create an example classification below. 

To create a classification, follow the steps below 

1. Choose Classification in the left panel and choose the + 

2. Enter PII in the Name and personally identifiable information field in the 

Description 

3. Choose Create. 

 

 

Then classify the table as PII: 

1. Go back to the Search tab on the left panel. 

2. In the Search by text field, type: trip_zone_lookup 
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3. Choose the Classification tab and choose the add icon (+). 

4. Choose the classification you created (PII) from the list. 

 

5. Choose Add. 

You can sort columns and databases in a similar way. 

Next, see all the entities that belong to this classification. 

1. Choose the Classification tab. 

2. Choose the PII classification you created. 

3. See all entities that belong to this classification, which are displayed in the main panel. 
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5. Discover metadata using Atlas Domain Specific Language (DSL) 

You can then search Atlas for entities using the Atlas Domain Specific Language (DSL), which is a query 

language similar to SQL. This language has simple constructs that help users navigate the Atlas data 

repositories. The syntax loosely emulates the popular SQL of the relational database world. 

To find a chart using DSL: 

1. Choose Search. 

2. Choose Advanced Search. 

3. For Search by type, choose hive_table. 

4. In Search By Query, find the trip_details table using the following DSL snippet: 

from hive_table where name = trip_details 

As shown below, Atlas displays the table outline, lineage, and classification information. 

 

Then find a column with DSL: 

1. Choose Search. 

2. Choose Advanced Search. 

3. For Search by type, choose hive_column . 
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4. In Search By Query, find the location_id column with the following DSL snippet: 

from hive_column where name = 'location_id' 

As shown below, Atlas shows the existence of the location_id column in both previously created tables: 

 

You can also count tables using DSL: 

1. Choose Search. 

2. Choose Advanced Search. 

3. For Search by type, choose hive_table . 

4. In Find By Query, find the table store with the following DSL command: 

hive_table select count() 

As shown below, Atlas shows the total number of tables. 

 

The last step is cleaning. To avoid unnecessary charges, you should delete your Amazon EMR cluster after 

you are done experimenting with it. 

The easiest way to do this, if you used CloudFormation, is to delete the CloudFormation stack that you 

created earlier. By default, the cluster is created with termination protection enabled. To remove the 

cluster, you must first disable termination protection, which you can do using the Amazon EMR console. 
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6. Conclusion 

In this RunBook, we describe the steps required to install and configure an Amazon EMR cluster with 

Apache Atlas using the AWS CLI or CloudFormation. We also explore how you can import data into Atlas 

and use the Atlas console to query and view the lineage of our data artifacts. 

 


